What is happening on the Bothell STEM4 Project?

The STEM4 project is taking shape with exterior finishes. Enclosure scopes are continuing to button up the weather barrier and transitions between systems.

The brick is currently being installed on multiple elevations of the building providing a glimpse of what the finish building will look like.
East curtain wall has been glazed except a portion left open for loading of drywall and other materials into the building. Once the building has been stocked, the remainder of the glazing will be installed.

Rooftop mechanical equipment has been set in place. Due to the topography of the site and the location of the equipment, the equipment had to be set with a sizable mobile crane from the west end of the building.
The atrium and east stair skylights will be installed in the coming weeks. Next month the project will gear up for the sitework around the perimeter building. Installation of elevators is ongoing according to schedule. Elevators should be operable and ready for temp use during construction in February allowing the team to seal off the East Curtainwall access. The fire and water services to the building are being installed off of 110th Ave.